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Kleened to Precision2

Made with American Pride 

We Are American
There is a special kind of pride that comes with being an American and understanding what freedom 

and the American Way mean.  An integral part of our American heritage is fi rearms ownership and the 

traditions that accompany it—from serving in our United States Armed Forces, to hunting with our fathers 

and grandfathers, to just feeling the pure joy of shooting.  There is an ownership, a pride and a heritage 

in America that no other country on the world can ever hope to understand.  

KleenBore understands.  We remember that fi rst time we cleaned our favorite duck gun with our dad in 

the den and learned to fi eld strip and clean our service rifl e.  We understand what it means to take pride 

in ownership.  Pride in quality.  Pride in our American future.

That’s why we choose to keep our components in our kits American Made.  We started making products 

for the United States Military in 1977.  We continue to do so and today offer our carefully made products 

and parts, made with the same American hands for you—America’s shooter.  So please, take time to sit 

down and understand why an American Made rod, brush or jag is unparalleled in quality, and so very 

critical to preserving precious rifl ing and accuracy for your treasured fi rearms—a valuable piece of you 

and your identity—an American.
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Coated, Safe Cleaning

The Secret of Saf-T-CladTM

Saf-T-Clad™ products are the result of a technological breakthrough involving epoxy thermal 
setting resins.  These resins are carefully applied in the United States on local, high-grade, 
solid-steel rods, and securely bond our Saf-T-Clad™ coating. This special process provides an 
unbelievably smooth surface for the ultimate in rifl ing and bore protection.  An excellent choice 
for shooters who do a lot of cleaning and expect absolute precision from their equipment.   

™ Saf-T-Clad�4
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Kits & Rods

Saf-T-Clad™ Universal 
Cleaning Kit
Model No. SAF-300
The Universal Saf-T-Clad Kit cleans handguns, rifl es, 
and shotguns and is neatly packed in a storage case.  
This convenient kit includes a fi ve-section, 30” Saf-T-
Clad rod w/muzzle guard, nylon gun brush, Formula 3 
Gun Conditioner, handgun/rifl e patch holder, shotgun 
patch holder, accessory adapter, cotton patches, and 
a silicone gun and reel cloth.  Just team up the desired 
brushes to clean the fi rearm of your choice.  

Saf-T-Clad™ Universal Rod
Model No. SAF-301
Compact, reusable clamshell case contains a fi ve-
section, 30” rod with black nylon muzzle guard, 
handgun/rifl e patch holder, shotgun patch holder and 
accessory adapter.  (.22-.45, all gauges). 

Saf-T-Clad™ Handgun Rod
Model no. SAF-302
Tailored specifi cally for handguns, this 6 1/2” Saf-T-
Clad rod and accompanying coated patch holder 
cover .22-.45 caliber pistols and revolvers with 
barrels up to 8”.  

Saf-T-Clad™ .17 Caliber Rod
Model No. SAF-303
This 33” one-piece rod comes with a phosphor bronze 
brush, cotton mop and barbed .17 caliber brass jag.  
Its distinctively blue coating is securely bonded to a 
steel rod for strength and added bore protection.  (Can 
also be used on a .204 cal. with proper brush. 

Saf-T-CladTM Deluxe 
Two Piece Rifl e Rod
(.270 & up)

Saf-T-CladTM  
One Piece Rifl e  and 
Handgun Rods

Saf-T-CladTM .17 Caliber
One-Piece Rifl e Rod

Saf-T-CladTM Deluxe 
Two Piece Rifl e Rod
(.22 - .264)

™

Saf-T-Clad™ Deluxe 
Two-Piece Rifl e Rods
Model No. SAF-401* 
(covers .22-.264)
Model No. SAF-402
(covers .270 and up) 
Created especially for precision shooters, these 
46” rods feature brass muzzle guards, patch holder 
or jags, black Saf-T-Clad coating and nylon swivel 
handles with brass faceplates.  Use the 25” working 
handle section to clean shorter barrels from the muzzle 
end.  If necessary, add the 20” second section for 
longer barrels or when cleaning from the breech. 

SAF-401, machined from 13/64” diameter steel, comes with 
brass patcholder and .22-.25 caliber brass cleaning jag.  
SAF-402, machined from 1/4” diameter steel, comes with two 
brass cleaning jags for .270/.32 & .38/9mm

™ 5 Saf-T-Clad 

Saf-T-Clad™  .17 Caliber 
Airgun Cleaning Kit
Model No. AIR-177
KleenBore airgun cleaning kits effectively address the 
cleaning needs of competition-grade airguns.  Our 
solid steel, Saf-T-Clad rods protect and follow the tight 
rifl ing of airguns without an risk of damage to the bore.  
Also included is a .177 phosphor bronze brush, solid 
brass jag, cotton bore mop and 100% cotton patches.    
The kit is fi nished with a double-ended, nylon bristle 
brush for cleaning intricate areas and a silicone gun 
cloth to remove fi ngerprints an protect from rusting.  

Saf-T-Clad™ One-Piece 
Rifl e Rod 
Model No. SAF-400
This 33” Saf-T-Clad rod comes with a protective 
muzzle guard and coated patch holder.  Non-
segmented for strength and seamless cleaning, this 
rod is an economical workhorse for any .22-.45 caliber 
rifl e.  
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Classic Gun Care

KleenBore Classic 
Cleaning Kits
Carefully crafted in the United States, 
these Classic kits feature the best made 
cleaning components in the industry, neatly 
housed in a custom organizer tray and then 
securely packaged in a rugged, reusable 
polypropylene storage and carrying 
case.  Rods in the Handgun, Rifl e and 
Black-powder Kits are made of a smooth, 
high-grade steel (for maximum strength) 
with a black oxide fi nish and rotating 
handles.  Each kit also includes a plastic 
muzzle guard to protect the crown of the 
barrel during the cleaning process.  The 
shotgun kits feature a polished aluminum, 
three-sectioned rod set.  All kits include a 
2 oz bottle of Formula 3 Gun Conditioner, 
a double-ended nylon utility gun brush, 
Silicone gun & reel Cloth and 100% cotton 
patches.  A Classic Kit is available for 
virtually every fi rearm you own.  

(See table at right for contents and rod lengths) 

6  Classic Kits
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Classic Handgun Kit
Classic Handgun Kits include two working rod 
sections, both of which are threaded to accept all 
standard #8-32 accessories.  KleenBore’s swivel 
handle section will clean up to a 7” barrel, and with 
the included 2 3/4” rod extension, handle up to a 10” 
barrel handgun.  Both of the #8-32 threaded handgun 
rod components can be identifi ed by a groove in the 
rod end.  

Classic Universal Kit
The forerunner of the multi-use cleaning kit, the 
Universal Kit allows users the ability to clean an 
array of fi rearms.  Adapters are included for cleaning 
handguns, rifl es and shotguns.  Because of its 
universal nature, brushes are sold separately.  

Model No.  Caliber/Gauge

UK-213 ..................................... All Handguns/Rifl es/Shotguns

Classic Small Bore Kit
The .17 and .204 caliber kits feature KleenBore’s 
signature solid steel, three-piece rod with rotating 
handle.  The rotating handle allows the rod to tightly 
follow rifl ing, preventing the small caliber fi rearms from 
becoming inaccurate due to fouling.  A 2 oz bottle 
of Formula 3 provides a quick and easy gun care 
with its all-in-one cleaning, lubricating and protective 
chemical.  Also included in the kits are caliber-specifi c 
phosphor bronze brushes, cotton mops and precision 
brass jags.  A double-ended nylon bristle brush, 100% 
cotton patches and a silicone gun cloth fi nish the small Classic Rifl e Kit

Classic Rifl e Kits utilize steel rods rather than 
aluminum because they are more durable and less 
abrasive.  Engineered like the rods specifi ed by the 
U.S. Government, they offer a much better thread 
system than the competition.  Rods are simply less apt 
to bend and break where the sections connect.  Kits 
are caliber specifi c and include the appropriate bore 
brush and cotton patches.  

Model No.  Caliber/Gauge

K-205 .......................................................... .22/.223/5.56 mm

K-204 ............................................................. .243/.25/6.5mm

K-206 .............................................................. .264/.270/7mm

K-207 ................................................................... .30/7.62mm

K-208 ...................................................................... .338/8mm

K-209 .............................................................................41/.45

Model No.  Caliber/Gauge

SHO-216 ..............................................................................12

SHO-217 ..............................................................................20

Model No.  Caliber/Gauge

K-211 ...................................................................................22

K-218 ...................................................................................25

K-215 ...................................................................................32

PK-210 .............................................................. .38/.357/9mm

K-220 ................................................................ .40/.41/10mm

K-212 .............................................................................44/.45

Model No.  Caliber/Gauge

K-17 .....................................................................................12

K-20 ...................................................................................204

Model No.  Caliber/Gauge

BK-214 ..................................... All Handguns/Rifl es/Shotguns 
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.17 & .204 Caliber 3 34     • • •  • • • • 
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7 Classic Kits

Set up like the Classic Universal Kit, this is the perfect 
starter kit for all muzzleloading applications.  Again, like 
the classic universal, this kit comes with the absolute 
basics such as a variety of patch holders and all 
necessary hardware; however brushes are sold separately.

Classic Universal 
Muzzleloading Kit

Classic Gun Care

Classic Shotgun Kit
KleenBore takes special care to ensure that its U.S. Made 
aluminum rods in every shotgun kit are premium grade, 
tight-threading aluminum. Compare our kits to any other 
shotgun kit on the market. Our quality shines through.
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Deluxe Grade Cleaning Kits

New! The GunGrabber™ Combination Box/Bench Kit  Model No. D-200
The GunGrabber is the result of KleenBore’s passion to provide the most complete, high-quality gun care system available. Made of hand-selected 
hardwood with solid brass closures, the GunGrabber comes with the same cleaning components found in our Universal Rifl e/Shotgun Presentation 
Kit. In addition, a large cavity and removable gear tray leave plenty of room for all your favorite tools and necessities. Finally, the GunGrabber 
doubles as a gunbench to cradle your gun and free up your hands while cleaning. The GunGrabber—our passion for quality gun care—contained!

 

 Presentation Kits8
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Deluxe Grade Cleaning Kits

KleenBore Presentation Kits
The Armorer and The Grand American are truly deluxe kits 
for the astute gun owner.  Rich wood tones of solid cherry are 
beautifully blended with a useful mix of high-quality, American 
Made cleaning components and accessories, neatly presented 
in a hunter green tray.  Each kit features a deluxe cleaning rod 
as the center piece along with premium grade Copper Cutter 
Solvent, Break-Free Lubricant/Protectant, an assortment of 
phosphor bronze bore brushes, 100% cotton mops & patches 
and bore-cleaning jags.  

9 Presentation Kits

The Armorer
Handgun/Rifl e Kit
Model No. D-10

The Grand American
Multi-Gauge Shotgun Kit
Model No. D-11

The Armorer also contains a bore light and Lead 
Away™ patches for extracting lead.  

Specifi c to the Grand American are aluminum snap caps, 
Twister Coiled brushes and our innovative Multi-Choke 
Shotgun Jags. 

CONTENTS:

Refer to chart on page 11 for complete presentation kit contents.
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Deluxe Grade Cleaning Kits

The Marksman  
Rifl e/Handgun Kit
Model No. D-13

Deluxe 
Shotgun Rod
Model No. D-12 
(All Gauge) 

Beautifully constructed, three-
piece laminated hardwood rod 
with solid brass hardware.  
These quality crafted 
laminate rods will not 
warp or split like many 
lesser grade imported 
wood rods.  Each rod is 
packaged in a reusable 
tube with a slotted 
patch holder. 

The Universal 
Rifl e/Shotgun Kit
Model No. D-213

 Presentation Kits10
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Deluxe Grade Cleaning Kits

The Shotgunner
Model No. D-14 (12 Gauge) 
Model No. D-15 (20 Gauge) 

The kits shown on these two pages 
are scaled-down versions of our 
larger Deluxe Presentation Kits. 
They are equally as beautiful in 
appearance and craftsmanship.  

Each walnut kit box is hand-selected, 
and the components are American 

Made with extreme care and 
attention to detail. An exceptional 

value, as well as a welcome addition 
to any shooter’s den.  

D-10 D-11 D-13 D-213 D-14 D-15

Presentation Kit Contents

11 Presentation Kits

Four-section, precision stainless steel rod with laminated  •  • 
hardwood handle and brass muzzle guard (rod length 37”)

Three-piece, walnut fi nished laminated hardwood rod   •   • •
with solid brass hardware (rod length 38”)

Solid Steel, Black Oxide Rod with ergonomic, swivel handle    •

Phosphor Bronze Brushes and Cotton Mops 12 total .22 - .45 12 ga. & 20 ga. .22, .30, .38, .357, 9mm, .45 .22, .30, .38, .357, 9mm 12 ga. 20 ga.
    12 & 20 ga. mops not included
Twister Coil Brass Brushes  12 ga. & 20 ga.
Snap Caps  Sets 12 ga. & 20 ga.
Bore Inspector Fiber Optic Bore Light •
Double-Ended Nylon Bristle Gun Brush • •
No. 10 Copper Cutter (2 oz.) • •
Slotted Patch Holder • • • • • •
Cleaning Jags 5 Brass .22 - .45 2 Multi-Choke 12 & 20 ga.
Lead Away Bore Patches • 
Cotton Cleaning Patches • •
Silicone Gun and Reel Cloth • •  •
Formula 3 Precision Shooter   •  • •
Formula 3 - 2 oz Squeeze Bottle    •
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A Kit for Every Gun Owner

PocKit Handgun Cleaning Kits
The unique design of PocKit handgun cleaning kits 
allow you to pack a two-section rod in a patented 
storage handle that also holds a phosphor brush, mop 
and jag for easy, convenient storing and carrying. 
The fi rst rod section with muzzle guard, cleans 2” 
to 5” barrels including most semi-automatics.  Add 
a second section for barrels up to 8 3/8”.  PocKit 
cleaning sets are offered in a variety of popular 
handgun calibers and the rod sections accept all 
KleenBore handgun accessories (#8-32).

Model No. Caliber

POC-220 ............................................................................ .22 

POC-222 ............................................................38/.357/9mm

POC-224 ............................................................40/.41/10mm

POC-226 ...................................................................... .44/.45 

Valu-Pak Rod Sets
Although this shortened, economical cleaning kit 
may seem a bit light, it is the perfect alternative to 
purchasing a full kit at full kit price.  All components 
are the same American-Made components as all our 
rods and accessories with precise specifi cations and 
a smooth, tight fi t.  Caliber specifi c kits listed below 
include muzzle guards, patch holders, phosphor 
bronze brushes and mops.  The VP-60 does not 
contain these items because of its universal nature.  All 
items are nicely packed in a storable, reusable clam.

Model No. Caliber

VP-60 ..................................Universal Handgun/Rifl e/Shotgun

VP-61 ..................................................22/.223/.225/5.56 Rifl e

VP-63  ..................................30-30/.30-06/.308/7.62mm Rifl e 

VP-12  ........................................................12 Gauge Shotgun

VP-20 .........................................................20 Gauge Shotgun 

 Specialty Kits12
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A Kit for Every Gun Owner

AllGun® Universal 
Cleaning System
Model No. AG-1
This unbelievably versatile kit features an expandable 
soft leather-like pouch with everything needed to 
effi ciently clean all types of fi rearms.  Self-contained and 
handy, this unique kit unrolls to display an assortment of 
cleaning tools and accessories.  And, the soft closure 
fl ap makes an excellent gun mat to protect fi rearms 
during cleaning.  AllGun is one of the most complete 
and compact cleaning kits available, making it ideal 
for in the fi eld or at home.  A great gift for the traveling 
hunter or competition shooter! 

Contents:

• .22/.30/.38/.357/9mm/.45 and 12 ga. phosphor bronze brushes

• 12 gauge cotton bore mop

•  Universal, four-piece steel cleaning rod

• Muzzle Guard

• Handgun/rifl e adaptor, patch holder

• Shotgun accessory adapter, patch holder

• No. 1 and No. 3 screwdrivers

• Formula 3 Gun Conditioner

• Double-ended nylon bristle utility brush

• Silicone gun cloth

Airgun Cleaning Kit
Model No. AIR-177
KleenBore airgun cleaning kits effectively address the 
cleaning needs of competition-grade airguns.  Our 
solid steel, Saf-T-Clad rods protect and follow the tight 
rifl ing of airguns without an risk of damage to the bore.  
Also included is a .177 phosphor bronze brush, solid 
brass jag, cotton bore mop and 100% cotton patches.    
The kit is fi nished with a double-ended, nylon bristle 
brush for cleaning intricate areas and a silicone gun 
cloth to remove fi ngerprints and protect from rusting.  

13 Specialty Kits
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A Kit for Every Purpose

.50 Caliber Muzzleloader Cleaning Kit
Model No. BP-50 
This one kit contains all the needed tools and chemicals to completely 
and effectively clean your .50 caliber muzzleloader.  With a heavy-duty, 
solid brass cleaning rod and adapter that accept #10-32 threaded 
components or #5/16-27 accessories, this kit also offers fast-working 
Hydro-Kleen Muzzleloader Solvent to lift and neutralize fouling left 
behind by black powder and related substitutes. Contents:

• 100% Genuine cowhide pouch with ties and stitched 
 pockets for cleaning tools.

• 5/6” Diameter solid brass multi-section cleaning rod with 
 deluxe hardwood handle

• Brass handgun/rifl e accessory adapter & patch holder

• Brass shotgun accessory adapter & patch holder

• Three sets of phosphor bronze bore brushes & cotton 
 mops in .38 and .45 caliber & 12 gauge.  

• Double-ended nylon utility brush

• Brush-‘N-Brass cleaning tool 

• Lead Away® Gun Cloth 

• Silicone Gun & Reel Cloth

• 100% Cotton fl annel wiping cloth

• Appropriate assortment of 100% cotton cleaning patches.  

Western Gun Cleaning Kit
Model No. DW-18
In creating this beautifully crafted and versatile kit, the 
sole intent was to satisfy the Cowboy Action Shooter’s 
every nostalgic application, while incorporating some 
of today’s modern cleaning aids.  This effort has 
produced a unique combination of cleaning tools 
and packaging that has truly captured the feel of 
the Old West.  A split suede cowhide pouch nicely 
incorporates a wooden handled, solid brass, 5/16” 
rod and all the accessories necessary to maintain 
shooting irons.  This kit and its contents are made of 
only the fi nest materials to ensure years of enjoyment 
and fl awless service.  An ideal addition to any Cowboy 
Action Shooter’s gear, this kit will round up the worst 
of fouling.  For handguns, rifl es, and shotguns (.38 
caliber and up).  

Contents:

• Nylon bristle stepped brush for breech plug and nipple thread 
 areas on in-line muzzleloaders. 

• 2 oz squeeze bottle of Hydro-Kleen Muzzleloader Solvent.  

• .68 oz tube of Break-Fee.  This product won’t burn off, making it an excellent bore 
 treatment, as well as an anti-seize lubricant for breech plugs/nipple threads.  

• Double-edged nylon utility gun brush for cleaning bolts and intricate parts.  

• Phosphor bronze bore brush.  • Cotton bore mop.  • Solid brass cleaning jag. 

• 100% cotton patches. • Solid brass adapter (#10/32 male to #5/16-27 female).

 

Specialty Kits14
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Military Spec Portable Kits

Field Pack Cleaning Kits
A favorite of hunters, law enforcement, and the military, these 
compact, easy-to-carry kits go where you go.  Everything needed 
for a complete cleaning is included in the rugged nylon pouch 
with a belt keeper or molle attachments, and Velcro® closures and 
compartments for rod and accessories.  In the fi eld or on the range, 
these kits are compact enough to carry for fast and easy removal of 
impacted mud, snow or a squib load.  See chart for the Field Pack Kit 
that best suits your needs and for a listing of individual kit contents.  

Model No. ............Color ............................... Caliber/Gauge

POU-300B ................ Black ..................................................Universal

POU-300C ................ Camo  .................................................Universal 

POU-300T ................ Tan .....................................................Universal

POU-300DC-A .......... Digital Camo Tan  ...............................Universal 

POU-300DC-M ......... Digital Camo .......................................Universal

NEW! POU-300AFC .. Air Force Camo ...................................Universal 

POU-301B  ............... Black ......................... All Caliber Handgun/Rifl e 

POU-301C  ............... Camo ......................... All Caliber Handgun/Rifl e 

POU-301T ................ Tan  ........................... All Caliber Handgun/Rifl e

POU-302B ................ Black .......................AR-15/M-16 .223/5.56mm

POU-302C ................ Camo  ......................AR-15/M-16 .223/5.56mm

POU-302T ................ Tan ..........................AR-15/M-16 .223/5.56mm

POU-302DC-A .......... Digital Camo Tan .....AR-15/M-16 .223/5.56mm

NEW! POU-303AFC .. Air Force Camo AR-15/M-16 .223/5.56mm/9mm

POU-301B
All Caliber
Handgun/Rifl e
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Tan

Black

Digital 
Camo

Airforce 
Camo

Digital 
CamoTan

POU-302DC-A
AR-15/M-16 Kit

POU-300T
Universal Kit

15Field Kits

 
Camo

Universal 4 30 • • •  2 • • •

Handgun/Rifl e 4 30  • • * • • • •

AR15/M16
.223/5.56mm 4 27  • • ** • • • •

 
*Includes .22/.223/5/56mm, .30/7.62mm and .44/.45 brushes.
**Includes military-spec chamber and bore brushes



Tactical Cleaning System
Model No. TAC-100 
.223/5.56mm • .30/7.62mm • .38/.357/9mm •.40/.41/10mm • .44/45 Calibers • 12 Gauge 

Finally, a Universal Gun Care System to cover all the popular law enforcement fi rearms.  This all-inclusive kit cleans 
handguns, rifl es and shotguns and is conveniently packaged in a rugged, zippered bi-fold pouch with internal 
compartments.  Included are: a fi ve-piece steel universal cleaning rod with muzzle guard, six phosphor bronze 
brushes (popular enforcement calibers and gauges), fi ve brass patch jags, No. 10 Copper Cutter Solvent and 
Break-Free Lubricant/Protectant.  Also included are assorted cotton patches, silicone gun cloth, shotgun adapter, 
shotgun patch holder, double-edged nylon gun brush and a Chamber-Flag.  An excellent kit for departments, 
agencies, and the multiple gun owner. 
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Rigorous Duty Cleaning

Tactical Kits16



Police and Tactical Cleaning Kits
These police and tactical kits are tailored specifi cally to meet the cleaning needs of fi rearms that are used 
heavily in the fi eld.  The police handgun kits and the shotgun kit include a 1/4” diameter, precision ground 
stainless steel rod, while the 5.56mm, 7.62mm and .30-06 kits include a solid steel, black oxide rod.  Both 
rods feature a muzzle guard to prevent damage to the bore and a rotating handle that provides a precise 
clean by allowing the rod to tightly follow the rifl ing. Each kit features a 2 oz Bottle of powerful No. 10 
Copper Cutter to counter the effects of jacketed rounds as well as Break-Free Lubricant/Protectant -- a 
synthetic oil specially formulated for gas-powered guns.  Also includes BreakFree’s Lubricant/Protectant, 
a synthetic oil specially formulated for modern fi rearms.  The kits are fi nished with 100% cotton patches, a 
doubled-ended, nylon brush, a silicone gun cloth and caliber specifi c brushes and mops.  

Model No.  Caliber/Gauge Brushes Included Rod Type

PS-50 .38/.357/9mm Phosphor Bronze Brush Stainless Steel (6.5”)

PS-51 .40/.41/10mm Phosphor Bronze Brush Stainless Steel (6.5”)

PS-52 .44/.45 Phosphor Bronze Brush Stainless Steel (6.5”)

PS-53 5.56mm Chamber and Bore Brush Black Oxide Steel (30”)

PS-54 7.62mm Chamber and Bore Brush Black Oxide Steel (30”)

PS-55 .30-06 Phosphor Bronze Brush Black Oxide Steel (30”)

PS-56 12 Gauge  Phosphor Bronze Brush Stainless Steel (41”)

www.kleen-bore.com  •  (800)  433-2909

Rigorous Duty Cleaning

Less-Lethal 
Projectile Care System
Model No. GL-40
37mm, 40mm, 12 Gauge

Designed to effectively address the specifi c cleaning 
needs of 37mm/40mm launchers and 12 gauge riot 
shotguns, this Less Lethal kit handles everything from 
plastic build-up to the toughest fouling.  The GL-40 
contains a rugged, US Made, high quality three-piece 
aluminum cleaning rod,  12 gauge phosphor bronze bore 
brush and cotton bore mop, double-ended nylon gun 
brush, a 2 oz bottle No. 10 Copper Cutter Solvent (removes 
plastic buildup), 2 oz pump spray bottle Break-Free 
Lubricant/Protectant, silicone gun cloth, two packages 
of 100% “Big Bore” 4” cotton patches, nylon Multi-Choke 
shotgun jag, hand wiping cloth and shotgun accessory 
adapter.  All contents are conveniently packaged in a 
reusable polypropylene storage box. 

*37mm/40mm bore brushes and mops are also 
sold separately from the GL-40 Kit.  

Tactical Kits

Model No. GLB-40 Model No. GLM-40

17
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For Specifi c Cleaning Needs

MagBrush
An important item for competitive shooters, law 
enforcement, military. The patented MagBrush 
removes gummy residue, dust, dirt and unburned 
powder from inside the magazine and well for quicker, 
easier magazine release and increased cartridge-feed 
reliability.  

Phosphor Bronze Gun Brush
Model No. UT-223
A superb, general purpose, gentle-on-the-fi nish brush 
for cleaning powder and lubrication residue from 
handguns, rifl es and shotguns.   In-Line Muzzleloader 

Breech Brush
Model No. BP-200C
Developed specifi cally for maintaining in-line 
muzzleloaders, this distinctive, nylon bristled 
stepped brush cleans the breach and nipple thread 
area.  The unique design eliminates the need to 
purchase several brushes for maintaining these 
critical areas.  Simply apply KleenBore’s Hydro-Kleen 
Muzzleloader solvent to the brush for fast, effective 
cleaning. 

Model No. Caliber

MAG-200 ..........................22/.25/.380/9mm Straight Stacked

MAG-202 ............................... 9mm/10mm/.40/.45 Staggered 

MAG-204 ..........................38/.40/10mm/.45 Straight Stacked 

MAG-206 ..................................................AR-15/M-16/AK-47

Stainless Steel Gun Brush
Model No. UT-222
Rugged stainless steel bristles make short work of 
caked-on powder residue and burn marks on revolver 
top straps, frames and cylinders.  

Nylon Bristle Gun Brush
Model No. UT-221
This military spec brush is great for cleaning any type 
of fi rearm, especially where a gentle touch is required.  
Nylon bristles are rugged and solvent-resistant.  

The Bore InspectorTM

Model No. BL-304
Fiber optics light the bores of handguns, rifl es and 
shotguns to make checking for leading, fouling, 
and rust fast and easy.  Ideal for regular fi rearms 
maintenance or for examining used guns prior to 
purchase.  Two AAA replaceable batteries supplied.  

MagSwab
Model No. MAG-208
9mm Staggered/.38/10mm/.40/.45
Companion to the MagBrush series, the MagSwab 
can be used with a solvent to mop clean the inside of 
magazines and the magazine well.  Have an additional 
MagSwab on hand to solely apply a light coat of 
lubricant to protect to protect both areas after cleaning.  

Brush-’N-Brass Tool
Model No. UT-224
A versatile tool for applying solvent and removing 
residue with brush, while using the brass blade to 
safely nudge tough lead build-up from hard-to-clean 
places like forcing cones and top straps on revolvers.  

Specialty Tools18
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For Specifi c Cleaning Needs

ClayMate Shotgun Cleaning Tool
Model No. CM-270 - 12/16 Gauge
Model No. CM-272 - 20 Gauge
The ClayMate is a compact two-section shotgun cleaning tool.  The soft fi bers 
of ClayMate effectively pick up unburned powder, which is lifted by a screw-on 
phosphor bronze brush—providing unbelievably quick and effective cleaning.    
Also included is a screw on bore mop for applying a light coating of a favorite 
KleenBore solvent or lubricant.  Total assembled length is 36”, breakdown length 
is 19” for easy storage in a gun case or range bag.  The ClayMate can be easily 
washed and reused for another day of busting clays.  

ChamberMate Shotgun Cleaning Tool
Model No. SC-225 - 12 Gauge
Model No. SC-226 - 20 Gauge 
The ChamberMate is a rugged tool with a strong aluminum rod and sure grip 
handle.  A heavy-duty phosphor bronze brush with tapered nose is made to 
fi t diffi cult-to-clean areas and is ideal for quickly cleaning muzzle ports from 
the inside out.  The brush is great for cleaning powder fouling and plastic from 
chambers and choke area.  

Brushes Only:  
Model No. SC-205 - 12 Gauge
Model No. SC-206 - 20 Gauge
Tapered, heavy-duty phosphor bronze ChamberMate Brushes are specially 
designed to clean unburned powder, plastic wad fouling and other contaminates 
from shotgun chambers, forcing cones, muzzle ports and choke tubes.  

Multi-Choke Shotgun cleaning Jags
Model No. JAG-12N - 12 Gauge
Model No. JAG-20N - 20 Gauge
Multi-Choke Nylon Jags offer an effi cient way of cleaning a bore and choke.  
Because the petal design compresses when bore cleaning, the patch is 
continually putting equal pressure on the bore for a better cleaning job.  This 
allows the dirty patch to compress and pass thru a full choke and out the 
muzzle instead of back into the chamber.  The barbed tip secures the patch 
while cleaning.  The #5/16-27 thread will fi t all KleenBore shotgun rods.  

19Specialty Tools
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Precision Cleaning

One-Piece Cleaning Rods
KleenBore offers a wide variety of American Made non-segmented rods in steel and aluminum 
in an array of lengths to meet your needs.  All rods are carefully crafted to be strong, no-fray 
and remain straight in the barrel.  Some imported rods can bow, break, or peel, damaging 
valuable rifl ing.  Be discriminating about how you treat your rifl ing.  One-piece, U.S. made rods 
with rotating handles from Kleen-Bore are the only way to go.

Classic One-Piece Cleaning rods 
Model No.  Caliber/Gauge  Length  Material  Accessories 

OP-105 .17 Caliber/Airgun 33” Steel Brush, mop, brass jag

OP-106 .22-.45 Handgun 6 1/2” Steel Slotted patch holder

OP-107 .22-.45 Rifl e  33” Steel  Slotted patch holder

OP-108 Shotgun-All Gauge 34” Aluminum Slotted patch holder, accessory adapter 

Deluxe One-Piece Stainless Steel Cleaning Rods 
Model No.  Caliber/Gauge  Length   Accessories 

DR-100 .22-.45 Handgun 9” Slotted patch holder

DR-101 .22-.45 Silhouette  16”  Slotted patch holder

DR-101A .22-.45 Silhouette Unltd 22” Slotted patch holder

DR-102 .22-.45 Rifl e  33” Slotted patch holder

DR-103 Shotgun – All Gauge 34” Slotted patch holder, accessory adapter 

DR-106 .22-.45 Benchrest  44” Slotted patch holder

Deluxe One-Piece Brass Cleaning Rods 
Model No.  Caliber/Gauge  Length   Accessories 
DR-100B .22-.45 Handgun 9” Slotted patch holder

DR-101B .22-.45 Silhouette  16”  Slotted patch holder

DR-102B .22-.45 Rifl e 33” Slotted patch holder

DR-103B Shotgun - All Gauge 34” Slotted patch holder, accessory adapter

DR-104B .36 -.75 Blackpowder 34” Slotted patch holder, ball pusher, two accessory 
   adapters. Accepts #10-32, #8-32, #5/16-27 accessories

DR-105B  10” Extension for DR-104B

Deluxe Brass Rods

Deluxe Stainless Steel Rods

 One-Piece Rods20
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Classic Rod Packs

Classic One-Piece Cleaning rods 
Model No.  Caliber/Gauge  Sections Length  Material  Accessories 
A-171 Shotgun (All Gauge) 3 32” Aluminum  Slotted patch holder, shotgun accessory adapter 
     (#5/16-27 thread)

A-173 .32-.75 Blackpowder 4 46”  Aluminum Two slotted patch holders, shotgun accessory adapter 
     (#5/16-27 thread)  

S-170 .22-.45 Handgun /Rifl e 4 30” Steel Slotted patch holder, accessory adapter (#8-32 thread)

SB-169 .17 Small Bore 3 34” Steel Phosphor bronze brush, cotton bore mop, jag

KB-99 Universal Big Bore 4 33” Stainless Two patch holders - handgun/rifl e and shotgun, shotgun
 (1/4” Diameter Rod)    accessory adapter (#5/16-27 thread)

AIR-174 .177/.200  2 23” Steel Black nylon bore brush, cotton bore mop, 
 Handgun/Rifl e/Airgun    brass pellet pusher/jag
 

Model No. AIR 174

Model No. Description

ACC-14................Brass for .203 dia. handgun/rifl e rods

ACC-14SAF .........Brass for Saf-T-Clad rods except SAF-402

ACC-18................Brass for deluxe shotgun/blackpowder Rods

ACC-24................Plastic for handgun/rifl e rods .203 dia.  

 

21 Multi-Section Rods

Muzzle Guards
Use of a muzzle guard can prevent the damage to the 
sensitive barrel crown when cleaning from the muzzle 
end.  A muzzle guard keeps the cleaning rod centered  
and works equally as well when cleaning bolt-action 
rifl es from the muzzle or breech.  

Model No. S-170

Model No. KB-99

Model No. SB-169

Model No. A-171

Multi-Section Cleaning Rods
All KleenBore rods are precision-machined in the United States 
from top quality stock to exacting tolerances and surface 
smoothness.  We take special care to ensure that the rods 
screw precisely together and are tough.  They won’t 
bow, break, bend or fray, which can cause damage to 
precious rifl ing.  Our durable nylon handles on the 
rifl e and pistol models rotate smoothly allowing 
brushes and jags to travel effi ciently down 
the bore, and all multi-section rods are 
packaged in well-made vinyl 
pouches -- perfect for long-term 
storage.
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Brushes, Mops, Jags & More

Military Style Brushes
All KleenBore military style brushes are designed 
specifi cally for M-16, AR-15, AK-47 and similar rifl es.  
The brushes are available in .22/.223/5.56 mm and 
.30/7.62mm, and feature core wire looped through 
a brass coupling that is threaded at #8-36.  The 
chamber brush is confi gured with two diameters; the 
fi rst stage of phosphor bronze cleans the chamber 
area, while the second stage of stainless steel cleans 
the bolt-lock area.  And, bore brushes are made of 
phosphor bronze with a brass wire core for a longer 
life for rigorous cleaning. Please note the #8-36 
thread is not commercially standard, but will fi t most 
KleenBore multi-section rods.  

Universal
.22 rifl e, .30 rifl e, .38/.357/9mm handgun, 
44 -.45 handgun, 12 ga., 20 ga.

Rifl e
.22 / .243 / .270 / .30 calibers

Shotgun
12 gauge, 20 gauge

Handgun
.22 /.357/.40/.41/10mm/.44 -.45 calibers

Model No. Caliber

BR-167 ..........................................................22/.223/5.56mm

BR-168 ................................................. .243/.25/6mm/6.5mm

BR-169 ................................................................ .30/7.62mm

Ends22

New BrushPAKTM

KleenBore has combined its top-selling American-crafted, high 
bristle-count, phosphor bronze brushes in storable combo packs 
for the gun lover in all of us.  These convenient, storable clams 
offer a variety of brushes for the all-around shooter to a rifl e, pistol, 
or shotgun enthusiast.  All brushes feature KleenBore’s carefully-
made, thicker, straight bronze wire bristles—designed with 
rounded, smoother bristle tips rather than sharp, crimped, narrow 
imported brushes.  These bronze brushes offer more safe and 
effective cleaning power, will not easily bend from force down the 
bore, and are guaranteed not to damage precious rifl ing. 
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Benchrest Brushes
These brushes have all the benefi t of our standard 
phosphor bronze, however offer a brass core and 
threaded couplings for added durability in the fi eld.  

Model No. Caliber

M-16B ........................................ .223/5.56mm (bore) (#8-36)

M-16C  ................................ .223/5.56mm (chamber) (#8-36)

AKB .............................................. .30/7.62mm (bore) (#8-36)

AKC ....................................... .30/7.62mm (Chamber) (#8-36)

SKS ....................................... .30/7.62mm (Chamber) (#8-36)

Brush & Mop Thread Size 
Type Coupling Thread Size

Handgun/Rifl e ................................................................#8-32

Shotgun/Blackpowder ...............................................#5/16-27

Small Bore .17, .204 caliber  ..........................................#3-48

Military Style Brushes  ...................................................#8-36
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Brushes, Mops, Jags & More

Black Nylon Bore 
Brushes
Rugged, stiff, black nylon bore brushes 
are recommended by many major 
fi rearms manufacturers for bore cleaning.  
Compare the dense, heavy-duty, thick 
nylon bristles to other wire brushes and 
see why they are so effective for even the 
toughest cleaning jobs!

Phosphor Bronze 
Brushes
American made, these precisely designed 
brushes feature KleenBore’s carefully-
made, thicker, straight bronze wire bristles 
—designed with rounded, smoother 
bristle tips rather than sharp, crimped, 
narrow imported brushes. These bronze 
brushes offer more safe and effective 
cleaning power, will not easily bend from 
force down the bore, and are guaranteed 
not to damage precious rifl ing.  

Stainless Steel 
Bore and Cylinder 
Brushes
Recommended for excessive leading, 
wad fouling and rust removal.  As with 
all stainless steel brushes, use extreme 
care to avoid bore damage.  

Stainless Steel Cylinder Brushes are 
sized properly to clean the cylinder 
chambers of a revolver and help remove 
carbon build-up within the chambers for 
a smoother loading and extraction.  

Model No. Caliber/Gauge
Rifl e
A-175  ....................................17/.200 airgun
A-177 ................................ .22/.223/5.56mm
A-178 ......................... .243/.25/6mm/6.5mm
A-179 .............................................270/7mm
A-180 ..........................................30/7.62mm
A-163 .............................................338/8mm
A-181 ...............................................35/9mm
A-160 ..............................................375/.380
A-164 ......................................................416
A-182 ..................................................44/.45
A-194 ........................................................50

Handgun
A-188 ........................................................22
A-162 ........................................................25
A-189 ........................................................32
A-190 ..................................... .38/.357/9mm
A-191 ..................................... .40/.41/10mm
A-192 ..................................................44/.45
A-195 ..............................................475/.480
A-193 ........................................................50

Shotgun
A-183 ......................................................410
A-161 ........................................................28
A-184 ........................................................20
A-185 ........................................................16
A-186 ....................................................... 12
A-187 ........................................................10

Blackpowder 
Brushes
The bristles extend completely to the 
tip to clean the entire chamber.  

Model No. Caliber/Gauge
BP-191 ......................................................32
BP-192 ......................................................36
BP-193 ................................................44/.45
BP-194 ......................................................50
BP-195 ................................................54/.55
BP-199 ......................................................56
BP-196 ......................................................58
BP-197 ......................................................69
BP-198 ......................................................75 

Model No. Caliber/Gauge
Rifl e
A-175N ................................. .17/.200 Airgun
A-177N  ............................. .22/.223/5.56mm
A-178N ....................... .243/.25/6mm/6.5mm
A-179N  ..........................................270/7mm
A-180N ........................................30/7.62mm

Handgun
A-188N ......................................................22
A-190N ................................... .38/.357/9mm
A-191N ................................... .41/.41/10mm
A-192N  ...............................................44/.45

Shotgun
A-184N  .....................................................20
A-186N ......................................................12

Blackpowder
BP-193N .............................................44/.45
BP-194N ...................................................50
BP-195N  ............................................54/.55

Stainless Steel 
Cylinder Brushes
Model No. Caliber
C-201 ................................................38/.357
C-203 ..................................................44/.45 

Model No. Caliber/Gauge
Rifl e
T-308 ........................................................22
T-309 ................................................243/.25
T-310 ..........................................30/7.62mm
T-311 ........................................................32
T-312 ........................................................35
T-313 ..................................... .38/.357/9mm
T-314 ..................................... .40/.41/10mm
T-315 ......................................44/.45 Caliber

Shotgun
T-317 ...........................................410 Gauge
NEW! T-317A .................................10 Gauge
T-318 .............................................12 Gauge
T-321 .............................................20 Gauge
T-322 .............................................16 Gauge

23Ends

Twister Coiled Brushes
Imported from Italy, KleenBore chose these 
brushes years ago for their unique, brass 
spiral design and ability to make quick work 
of stubborn plastic, powder and fouling from 
shotgun bores.  Since then, we’ve added 
rifl e calibers to the lineup due to popular 
demand.  For the ultimate in a safe wire 
brush, twister coiled is the way to go.  

Stainless Steel 
Bore Brushes
Model No. Caliber/Gauge
Rifl e
SS-214 ........................................30/7.62mm
SS-222 .............................................35/9mm

Handgun
SS-211 ................................... .38/.357/9mm
SS-215 ................................... .40/.41/10mm
SS-212 ................................................44/.45

Shotgun
SS-218 ......................................................12
SS-219 ......................................................20

NEW FOR 2007
SS-217 ......................................................10
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Brushes, Mops, Jags & More

Slotted Patch Holders 
& Accessory Adapters
American made, these carefully crafted accessories 
guarantee perfect, smooth mating to rods, preventing 
peeling or mismatched segments that can seriously 
damage bores.  

Cleaning Jags
A metal jag, draped with a proper sized patch, 
completely covers the entire bore for effi cient, 
thorough cleaning.  For ease of use, KleenBore’s 
unique design incorporates a special barbed point 
at the tip of the jag to secure the cleaning patch and 
prevent solvent soaked patches from falling off.  

Model No. JAG-234

Model No. JAG-233

Model No. JAG-250

Model No. JAG-231

Model No. JAG-230

Model No. JAG-229

Model No. JAG-228

Model No. JAG-227

Model No. JAG-17

Model No. JAG-226

Cotton Bore Mops
American grown, 100% cotton provides the absolute 
best absorbency over any synthetic-fi ber mop, making 
our cotton mops the thickest, best cleaning and 
lubrication mops on the market 

Universal Jag & 
Patch Strip Dispenser
Model No.  JAG-X2
The JAX-X2 offers a convenient way to clean 
everything from a .22-.45 caliber fi rearm.  Simply follow 
the scale on the back of the dispenser and cut the 
desired length of patch for the caliber to be cleaned.  
Wrap the patch around the barbs and clean away.   
Contains approximately 84” of material.  

Model No. Caliber/Gauge
Smallbore 
MOP-220 ........................................ .17/.204 (#3-48 thread)

Airgun 
MOP-22 ............................................................ .17/.200/.22

Handgun & Rifl e 
MOP-221 ............................................. .22-.270/6mm-7mm
MOP-222 ................................................ .30-.38/.357/9mm
MOP-223 ........................................................40-.45/10mm

Shotgun & Blackpowder 
MOP-224 ...........................................................410/.44-.50
MOP-225 ........................................................28/20/.54-.58
MOP-226 ...................................................16/12/10/.69-.75

Model No. Caliber/Gauge
Airgun
JAG-226 ..................................................... .177/.200 Airgun

Handgun Rifl e
JAG-17 ..........................................................17-.204 Caliber
JAG-227 ......................................................................22-.25
JAG-228 ....................................................................270-.32
JAG-229 ......................................................... .38/.357/9mm
JAG-230 ................................................. .40/.41/.410/10mm
JAG-231 ......................................................................44/.45
JAG-250 ............................................................................50

Shotgun
JAG-233 .......................................................................20-16
JAG-234 .....................................................................12-225 

Slotted Patch Holders
Model No. Description Cal./Ga.
ACC-10.......... Steel Handgun/Rifl e ................ .22-.45
ACC-10SAF ... Saf-T-Clad Handgun/Rifl e  ....... .22-.45
ACC-11.......... Brass Handgun/Rifl e ............... .22-.45
ACC-12 ......... Nickel-Plated Handgun/Rifl e .... .22-.45
ACC-16.......... Nylon Shotgun  ................... All Gauge 

Adapters
Model No. Description
ACC-9  Handgun/Rifl e Conversion Adapter Permits  
 use of KleenBore accessories on Outers rods. 
ACC-13 Handgun/Rifl e Accessory Adapter
 #8-32 female thread #8-36 male thread 
ACC-13SAF Saf-T-Clad Accessory Adapter
ACC-17 Aluminum Accessory Adapter Accepts all 
 KleenBore shotgun accessories (#5/16-27) 
ACC-19  Blackpowder Adapter Converts 
 #10-32 rod end for #5/16-27 accessories 
ACC-20  Blackpowder Adapter  Converts 
 #10-32 rode end for #8-32 accessories 
ACC-23 Brass Accessory Adapter Accepts all 
 KleenBore shotgun accessories (#5/16-27) 

Blackpowder Ball Pusher
Model No. ACC-21
#10-32 thread .45 caliber and larger 

Ends24
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Make Your Gun Shine

Lead Away® 
Model No. GC-221
This chemically treated cloth is ideal for removing 
tough lead and carbon build-up.  Excellent for 
removing burn rings on cylinders and on stainless 
steel. Caution: excessive rubbing may remove bluing.  

Model No. LP-199
Lead Away Patches wipe away stubborn carbon 
and lead build-up.  (25) 1 1/4” square patches in a 
resalable clamshell package with hanger hole.  

Silicone Gun & Reel Cloth
Model No. GC-220
Restore and protect the luster of your fi rearms with our 
top-quality silicone impregnated cotton fl annel.  This 
100 square inch cloth returns a brilliant sheen to your 
gun’s surface, while removing handling marks and 
providing a layer of rust protection.  

Cotton Patches 
U.S. Grown, woven and trimmed premium quality 
100% cotton fl annel provides maximum absorbency 
and bore protection.  These patches are precision 
cut to ensure the proper fi t and maximum cleaning 
performance when used in conjunction with our 
cleaning jags. 

These same quality 100% cotton are available bulk-
packaged for high volume users such as competition 
shooters, gun clubs, law enforcement agencies, 

Model No. Size  Caliber/Gauge  Qty. Pack 

P-200  ..............7/8” ................. Small Bore ....................... 100

P-201  ..............1 1/4” .............. .22-.270........................... 100

P-202 ...............1 3/4”  ............. .28-.35............................... 75

P-203  ..............2 1/4”  ............. .38-.45/.410-20 ................. 50

P-204 ...............3” .................... 12-16................................. 25

P-206 ...............4”  ................... Big Bore Shotgun .............. 25

Bulk Cotton Patches
Model No. Size  Caliber/Gauge  Qty. Pack 

CP-13B ............2 1/4” .............. .38-.45/.410-20 ............... 250

CP-14B ............3” .................... 12-16............................... 250

CP-16B.............1 1/4” .............. .22-.270........................... 500

CP-17B ............1 3/4” .............. .28-.35............................. 500

CP-18B.............2 1/4” .............. .38-.45/.410-20 ............... 500

CP-19B.............3” .................... 12-16............................... 500

 

Triple Sweep
A truly convenient way to acquire three needed 
cleaning components. Each triple sweep package 
contains the appropriate size phosphor bronze 
brush, cotton bore mop, and 100% cotton patches.  
These unique sets are the perfect complement to our 
Universal cleaning kit.  

Model No. Caliber/Gauge
TP-235 ................................................................................ .22
TP-236 .................................................. .243/.25/6mm/6.5mm
TP-237 ..................................................................... .270/7mm
TP-238 ..........................................................30/7.62mm/8mm
TP-239 ....................................................................... .35/9mm
TP-240 ................................................................38/.357/9mm
TP-241 .......................................................................... .44/.45
TP-242 .............................................................................. .410
TP-243 ................................................................................. 20
TP-244 ................................................................................. 12
TP-245 ................................................................40/.41/10mm

25Cloths & Patches



Black Magic
Bluing Solution
2 oz (60 ml) 
Model No. GB-2 
This premier, high performance cold 
bluing solution, previously available 
only to gunsmiths, produces a deep, 
penetrating action to restore worn 
or scratched gun metal to like-new 
fi nish.  Black Magic is the choice 
of major fi rearms manufacturers for 
touching up guns before they leave 
the factory.  Packaged in a container 
with a child-resistant cap and expert, 
easy-to-follow instructions.  
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Super Lube®

Model No. SL-4A 
6 oz Aerosol Can 
A synthetic, penetrating 
waterproof lubricant that inhibits 
rust and provides a long-lasting 
protective coating through a 
wide range of temperatures.  

Gunk OutTM

Cleaner 
Degreaser 
Model No. GO-5A
15 oz Aerosol Can 
Gunk-Out quickly blasts away 
caked-on oil contaminated 
with dirt, dust and powder 
residues.  The Chemical is 
also great for fl ushing out 
loosened fouling and for 
degreasing prior to bluing. 

Rust GuarditTM

Model No. RUS-7A
9 oz Aerosol Can 
Rust Guardit is a non-
greasy formula that forms a 
non-cracking, non-peeling 
protective coating for sealing 
and protecting against rust and 
corrosion for nine to 
twelve months.  

Precision 
Shooter®

Model No. F-2
This handy, hypodermic-style 
applicator delivers 7.5ml of 
Formula 3 Gun Conditioner with 
pinpoint accuracy to clean, 
lubricate and prevent rust in 
hard to reach areas. 

Solvents & Lubricants26
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Solutions for Gun Care

Size  Container Formula 3 No. 10 Solvent No. 10 copper Cutter HydroKleen

2oz (60ml) ...................Plastic Bottle Dispenser Tip ..........................F-3 ....................S-10 ......................... C-10 ..................... HK-1

2oz (60ml) ...................Plastic Bottle Pump Spray ...........................F-3S ..................S-10S........................... • ............................ •

3 1/2 (100ml)  ..............Glass Bottle Child-Proof Cap ...........................• .....................S-10A ......................C-10A ....................... •

Pint (480ml) .................Barex Container Child-Proof Cap .................F 3B ..................S-10B.......................C-10B ....................HK1B

Quart (946ml) ..............Barex Container Child-Proof Cap .................F-3C ..................S-10C.......................C-10C ....................... •

Gallon (3785ml) ...........Barex Container Child-Proof Cap ................ F-3D ..................S-10D  .....................C-10D ....................... •

Formula 3 Gun Conditioner
This KleenBore signature three-in-one chemical handles 
everything from cleaning to leaving a light layer of 
petroleum oil for lubrication and application of a fi nal 
layer of rust protection.  No fi rearm should be left dirty 
or unprotected over time.  This unique blend allows for 
quick and easy cleaning and preparation for storage.

No. 10 Copper Cutter
Reformulated for even better removal of copper and 
other fouling, this premium, high-strength solvent 
rapidly turns blue as it aggressively cuts through 
copper.  No Blue, no copper!  Also ideal for removing 
plastic fouling.  

No. 10 Gun Cleaning Solvent
Tried and True, No. 10 is a fast, effi cient solvent that 
quickly penetrates and lifts lead, powder residue, and 
metal fouling for quick, easy cleaning.  

Hydro-Kleen
Blackpowder Solvent
A biodegradable solvent that quickly lifts 
and neutralizes harmful fouling left behind by 
blackpowder and related substitutes.  Hydro-
Kleen’s water-soluble formula also has rust 
inhibitors.  An excellent cleaning solvent for 
modern in-line and traditional fi rearms.  

KleenBore Chemicals come in various sizes & applications
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Safety and Convenience

Accu-Wedge
Model ACU-1
Buffers AR-15/M-16 cycling system to reduce wear 
and provides a more solid feel by eliminating play 
in the receiver.  Easy to install, requires no fi rearms 
modifi cations. 

Shotgun Snap Caps
Firing on an empty chamber can result in damage 
to a fi ring pin. Using Snap Caps in empty chambers 
allows for the safe release of the fi ring pin, or “dry-fi re.”  
The caps also serve to relieve pressure on the fi ring 
pin spring when camber is closed and the trigger is 
pulled.  Made from solid aluminum and brass spring 
loaded primer to absorb the force of the fi ring pin 
and prevent damage, the caps are color coded and 
stamped with the appropriate gauge.  

Chamber Flags
KleenBore takes fi rearms safety seriously.  On the 
range and when transporting or storing semi-automatic 
handguns, a chamber fl ag immediately indicates that 
the gun is clear and no round can be chambered. 

The Protector 
Gun Cleaning Mats
KleenBore’s professional gun cleaning mats are ideal 
for fi rearms cleaning, maintenance and protection 
at the range or in the fi eld.  This soft, sealed surface 
protects fi rearms during cleaning and maintenance, 
while absorbing spills because of its deep wicking 
properties.  The Protector has a non-skid, non-leaking 
back (to most solvents tested) and is easily cleaned 
by simply washing with soap and water.  

Model No. Size

GM-24 ........................................................Handgun 18”x 24”

GM-48 .................................................Rifl e/Shotgun 18”x 48” 

Model No. Caliber

CF-9 .........................................................................9mm -.45

CF-22 ................................................................................. .22

Model No. Gauge

CAP-12................................................................................ 12

CAP-20................................................................................ 20

Shooter’s Aids28
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Protective Storage Accessories

The Inhibitor 
Anti-Corrosion 
Gun Storage Bags
These sturdy, 6 mil. VCI Inhibitor storage bags provide 
long-term corrosion protection for all your valuable 
fi rearms and other metal possessions.  Incorporating 
the technology of Vapor Corrosion Inhibitors to blanket 
your fi rearms with an invisible shield from corrosive 
atmospheres for up to three years, the combination 
of VCI protection and moisture absorbing desiccant 
action protects against normal humidity and oxidizing 
atmospheres as well as corrosive marine and tropical 
environments.  This technology provides full corrosion 
protections, without the need to clean or degrease prior 
to use.  Available for handguns and long guns.  

Model No. Description Size

RIH-218 ...........Inhibitor Handgun Storage Bag ........... 8”x14”

RIL-219 ............Inhibitory Long Gun Storage Bag ...... 14”x54”

29Gun Storage   

Model No. Firearm Type

GSVCI-160 ................................................................Handgun

GSVCI-161 ............................ Rifl e/Shotgun (including scope)

NEW!  VCI GunnySocks
Corrosion in storage can be a real problem for fi rearms 
collectors and enthusiasts.  KleenBore has applied 
the same Vapor Corrosion Inhibitor technology in 
The Inhibitor bags to a convenient alternative.  VCI 
technology penetrates into the smallest cracks and 
crevices of fi rearms that oils can not reach, offering 
unbelievable long-term protection of the Gunnysocks 
of old.  And, the VCI Gunnysock better fi ts scoped 
fi rearms and provides a cushioning layer of fabric 
around your valuable fi rearms.  These socks are not 
only perfect for storage, but also short-term travel 
and even are considered a travel case because of 
the string around the end of the sock in many ranges 
nationwide. 
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Rifl e, Pistol, Silhouette and More

Rifl e Targets
20 per package. Master pack of four, 20-packs 
minimum trade order.

Model No.  NRA No.  Description Material 
A-1 ..............TQ-1/1 ........50 Ft. Jr. Single Bull .............. Paper
A-2 ..............TQ-1/5(P) ...50 Ft. Jr. Five Bulls ............... Paper
A-5 ..............TQ-1/5(T) ...50 Ft. Five Bulls  .......................Tag
A-6 ..............TQ-2 ...........75 Ft. Single Bull ......................Tag
A-9 ..............TQ-3/1 ........50 Yd. Single Bull ................. Paper
A-10 ............TQ-3/2 ........50 Yd. Two Bulls ................... Paper
A-14 ............TQ-4 ...........100 Yd. Small Bore  .............. Paper
A-17 ............A-17 ...........50 Ft. Eleven Bulls  ...................Tag
A-36 ............A-36 ...........50 Ft. Small Bore (12 bulls)  .....Tag
ST-30  .........NA ..............100 Yd. Scope Sighting  ...........Tag
AR-5/10 ......NA ..............10 Meter Air Rifl e  ....................Tag

Bulk 100 Per Package
A-1B ............TQ-1/1 ........50 Ft. Jr. Single Bull .............. Paper
A-2B ............TQ-1/5(P) ...50 Ft. Jr. Five Bulls ............... Paper
A-5B ............TQ-1/5(T) ...50 Ft. Five Bulls  .......................Tag
A-6B ............TQ-2 ...........75 Ft. Single Bull ......................Tag
A-9B ............TQ-3/1 ........50 Yd. Single Bull ................. Paper
A-10B ..........TQ-3/2 ........50 Yd. Two Bulls ................... Paper
A-14B ..........TQ-4 ...........100 Yd. Small Bore  .............. Paper
A-17B ..........A-17 ...........50 Ft. Eleven Bulls  ...................Tag
A-36B ..........A-36 ...........50 Ft. Small Bore (12 bulls) ......Tag
ST-30B ........NA ..............100 Yd. Scope Sighting  ...........Tag

AR-5/10B ....NA ..............10 Meter Air Rifl e  ....................Tag

Pistol Targets
20 per package. Master pack of four, 20-packs 
minimum trade order.

Model No.  NRA No.  Description Material 
B-1 ..............TQ-6 ...........25 Ft. Jr. Slow Fire ....................Tag
B-2 ..............B-2 .............50 Ft. Slow Fire .........................Tag
B-3 ..............B-3 .............50 Ft. Timed & Rapid  ...............Tag
B-5 ..............B-5 .............20 Yd. Timed & Rapid ..............Tag
B-6C ............B-6C ...........50 Yd. Slow Fire Center ........ Paper
B-8C ............B-8C ...........25 Yd. Rapid Fire Center ....... Paper
B-16 ............B-16 ...........25 Yd. Slow Fire  ......................Tag
B-32  ...........B-32 ...........10 Meter Air Pistol  ...................Tag

Bulk 100 per package 
B-1B ............TQ-6 ...........25 Ft. Jr. Slow Fire ....................Tag
B-2B ............B-2 .............50 Ft. Slow Fire .........................Tag
B-3B ............B-3 .............50 Ft. Timed & Rapid  ...............Tag
B-5B ............B-5 .............20 Yd. Timed & Rapid ..............Tag
B-6CB..........B-6C ...........50 Yd. Slow Fire Center ........ Paper
B-8CB..........B-8C ...........25 Yd. Rapid Fire Center ....... Paper
B-16B ..........B-16 ...........25 Yd. Slow Fire  ......................Tag
B-32B  .........B-32 ...........10 Meter Air Pistol  ...................Tag

A-14 ST-30

A-5 A-9 A-2 A-1 A-6

A-10A-36A-17

B-6CB-16B-2

B-8CB-3B-5

B-1B-32

30 Targets
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Rifl e, Pistol, Silhouette and More

Plinkers
Practice 
Targets
Model No. PT-10
Plinkers (6”x10”) 

Plinkers bring shooting fun to the 
whole family.  The targets are 
big and easy to see, and made 
from heavy weight card stock 
that keeps them from dancing in 
the wind.  

Silhouette Targets

Orange Bull Pistol Targets
20 per package. Master pack of four, 20-packs 
minimum trade order.

Model No.    Description Material 
OB-2 ...............................50 Ft. Slow Fire ................Tagboard
OB-3 ...............................50 Timed and Rapid Fire ..Tagboard
OB-16 .............................25 Yd. Slow Fire  .............Tagboard 

Bulk 100 per package 
OB-2B ............................50 Ft. Slow Fire ................Tagboard
OB-3B ............................50 Timed and Rapid Fire ..Tagboard
OB-16B ..........................25 Yd. Slow Fire  .............Tagboard

Model No.  NRA No.  Description Material 

B-27 ............B-27 ...........Police Silhouette ................... Paper
  Full Size 24”x45”  

B-27B ..........NA  .............Police Silhouette ................... Paper
  Full Size 24”x45”

K-5 ..............NA ..............Bad Guy 23”x35” .................. Paper

K-5

B-27B-27B

OB-16

OB-3

OB-2
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